Grants Administration
Services
Community Development Foundation (CDF)
CDF offers:
 Award winning, successful history of managing programmes at
national and local levels
 Value for money services
 Bespoke solutions to manage your grant making objectives
 Transformation of your initial ideas into practical programme
design , development and delivery
 Expertise to promote the grants programme to reach a wide
range of potential applicants
 Accurate and timely reports including evaluation reports
About
CDF support and flexibility of approach
 Ongoing
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CDF is a social enterprise passionate about helping communities. We have
unique expertise in using community development to strengthen local voices, improve
people’s lives and create better places to live.
Our vision: successful lives in flourishing communities.
Inclusive and fair community-led activity is central to community development. It
stimulates people to take independent collective action, share knowledge, learning and
skills and to take control of the decisions which affect their lives.
Our mission: We bring together resources, insight and people so that communities
can flourish:




managing money, support and people, working with, and in, communities
identifying, mobilising, and building on networks and skills to catalyse community-led
action
revealing the potential of communities to act on opportunities and respond to
challenges.

CDF and Grants Administration
CDF has a wealth of experience and expertise in managing programmes for a range of
sponsors. Between 2008 and 2011 this included 12 different national-to-local
programmes with a total value of £80 Million per annum.
In 2010 CDF took the strategic decision to substantially invest in a state of the art, online funding management system, namely GIFTS. This helped to retain our competitive
edge in an ever changing market place where sponsors are seeking to get the best value
from their investments, both as grants and also social investments, into communities.
Since that time, CDF has competitively bid and won several contracts namely:


To be one of six preferred suppliers to 7 government departments under a
Framework Agreement



Big Local Trust, a £200 Million, 10 year programme endowed by Big Lottery.
CDF has recently set up Local Trust to undertake this work



Community First, is a £80 Million programme sponsored by Office for Civil
Society comprising a £30 Million small grants element and a £50 Million
Endowment Match Challenge element, running until 2015.
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Community Action against Crime: Innovation Fund, £10 Million, sponsored by
the Home Office, running until 2013.

We pride ourselves in working with sponsors to ensure that their aims and desired
outcomes are prioritised from the outset. From design through to monitoring and
evaluation, CDF offers a complete and professional service. Our style of working, using
community development approaches and robust systems, has been very successful.
CDF’s expertise was recognised in December when we won Directory of Social Change
(DSC) 2011 ‘Great Giving Funders’ award. This award is for funders that demonstrate a
clear understanding of their beneficiaries and the funding environment.
Our programmes have also been awarded ‘green’ audit ratings over the last 6 years.

What we offer
We offer a proven, efficient and cost effective means of support to deliver your grants
strategy. From help in developing your grants scheme, through to the reporting of the
impact of the grants made, we can support you at every step of the process.

Our commitment to our clients and customers
Our unique ability to have insight and reach directly into communities on a national
scale is unmatched. We have expertise in distributing funding, managing complex
programmes, conducting evaluation and research and translating findings into policy
messages. We have effective in-house methods of disseminating the impact of grant
programmes and work closely with clients’ communications teams to develop and
promote the activity through a range of media.
We are skilled at compiling solutions to meet customer’s delivery needs and aspirations.

Our methodology
We list below the processes and procedures that we follow based on a typical grant
programme. However, as each programme is different we ensure that our service to
clients includes a bespoke process that is best suited to your particular grants making
strategy.
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Process for a Typical Grant Programme
Design grants templates for applications, guidance, monitoring and reporting

Official launch and promotion

Fund opens with information and guidance on website. Telephone and
email support provided for applicants

Online acknowledgement of completed applications

Eligibility and due diligence checks undertaken

Assess applications and make recommendations for client approval

Unsuccessful applicants notified of
reasons for rejection.

Grants awarded and paid

Proportionate monitoring of successful projects and
reports to client

Collation of final reports and financial information
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Designing a methodology for programme delivery that
ensures the best results
Our methodology for the programme starts with the outcomes that the funder seeks to
achieve. We will then provide a project plan which is based around either a ‘fixed term’
or ‘rolling programme’; the latter being whereby CDF will manage receipt of
applications until all grant monies have been allocated or such end date that the client
may decide.
The programme needs to deliver the best possible results for communities. This means
delivering it in a way which meets the needs of communities, that:






is driven by their social and community needs and requirements
can be accessed by all members of the community
is easy to find out about, access and apply for
will gather learning and evaluation data in a comprehensive, light touch and
community-led way
maximises the funding that is available.

We are experienced in management of very small grants, such as required by local
community groups through to six figure grants for national and regional charities that
enable them offer their services across a wide area of the UK.
CDF works with a range of local partner organisations and has over 100 experienced
Associates across the country, as such we are able to develop programmes which are
managed centrally for efficiency but able to reach deep into communities where this is
important to the sponsor. For example we can employ the services of locally based
grant assessors to bring their knowledge of different geographical areas into the
assessment process.

Why Work with CDF?
With 45 years knowledge and expertise, CDF recently transformed from a nondepartmental body into a social enterprise. We retain excellent links with and
understanding of central government, the civil service and managing public money; CDF
is one of six organisations on the Cabinet Office’s (Office for Civil Society) Framework
Agreement, allowing us to deliver grant programmes for seven government
departments.
We have a long track record of delivering complex projects that achieve government
aspirations and local impact. Projects include the Neighbourhood Support Fund: a
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six-year £58 million programme for the Department for Education (DfE), working with
community organisations to support young people not in employment, education or
training (NEETs) young people; Grassroots Grants: a £130 million groundbreaking
government grants and matched endowment programme; and Active at 60: a £1
million fund that aimed to encourage people nearing retirement to keep active and
involved in their communities.
CDF’s substantial capital investment in ‘GIFTS’, together with our ongoing commitment
to it such as regular training for staff, including fraud awareness and risk management, inhouse ‘GIFTS’ experts and systems updates, ensures that our experienced programmes
team are fully supported by effective systems to offer an excellent dedicated service for
sponsors and communities.
Our work has been wide-ranging, but always rooted in the community. This includes
working with faith, environmental and black and minority ethnic groups, as well as
covering sustainable development and training local people to manage responses to antisocial behaviour. We work with local public bodies and the corporate sector as well as
local communities.
Key impacts for communities include:





empowered to address local issues that affect them
greater involvement in local decision-making
building resilience and skills within usually excluded communities
the creation of sustainable solutions to local problems.

Systems
CDF uses ‘GIFTS’ and ‘IGAM’ systems for a wide range of data capture and analysis
activities. These are software packages for grant management and charitable giving
organisations.
‘GIFTS’ enables CDF to offer value for money, flexible online programme management
services for our clients. It streamlines the application, assessment, monitoring and
reporting processes and is designed to meet individual programme requirements.
For clients it means we can offer fast, comprehensive and robust solutions for investing
in communities, either by way of grants and/or social investments.
‘GIFTS’ is the prime source of software for grant making foundations in the US. The
system is secure and data is managed on a server based in the US. It has Safe Harbor
status, an EU regulated status for EU information managed in the US, agreed between
the European Commission and the US Department of Commerce. It has an inbuilt
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‘paper trail’ as all emails are logged, making information requests quick and easy to
access and ensuring all security and propriety measures are taken.
‘GIFTS’ is linked to our finance software, thus streamlining our financial management
processes and enabling swift payments to many organisations at once, via BACS. It is
also integrated with our communications activities, for example, circulating online
newsletters and sharing information. It enables efficient processing and electronic
storage of information which can be easily collated into reports and evidence to inform
future planning.
‘IGAM’ allows for online submission of applications and monitoring information,
including the ability to upload supporting documentation, which then migrates directly
into the GIFTS database. This streamlines the process of data capture for both the grant
recipient and CDF, enabling the lighter touch approach desired by funded organisations,
whilst ensuring appropriate controls on grant usage are maintained.
People have complimented CDF on its on-line application process:
‘I am just writing to say how much I appreciate the online application form that CDF
requires............ I can honestly say that completing it has been a refreshing and welcome change
from the endless problems I have normally encountered with online forms.............. So thank you
for being one of the few organisations who has made the drudgery and dreariness of filling out
application forms at least glitch-free and smooth. Someone has tried to put themselves in the
shoes of the poor minions like me who have to go through these horrible processes and
lightened our burden’.

Examples of previous CDF Grant Programmes
1. Tackling Race Inequality Fund (TRIF) £9.5m 2 years, 75,000 beneficiaries
Summary: TRIF’s aim was to support voluntary sector organisations working in the area
of race equality, including research, equality of opportunity, and increasing civic
participation from black, Asian and minority ethnic groups.
A total of 26 national and regional organisations made successful applications to support
their work in criminal justice, health and social care, education, employment and housing.
The application process was open for a fixed period and successful organisations were
funded between £200k and £450k in total for two years to deliver projects under their
own specific fields of expertise. CDF supported the organisations to build their own
capacity according to their needs with quarterly monitoring and end of programme
reports. CDF also undertook a detailed evaluation report for the sponsor.
www.cdf.org.uk/research/trif
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Case Study: The ‘Race to the Top’ project supported 18 mentoring circles for black,
Asian, minority ethnic (BAME) women to improve numbers of BAME women in senior
positions across the private, public and voluntary sectors. Over 285 individuals registered
on the programme with 130 active mentors and mentees coming from a range of
organisations including ASDA, HSBC, Department for Business, Innovation and Skills and
HM Revenue & Customs.
Outcome: Participants reported on the difference this project made for them personally
and professionally, for mentors around leadership and organisation, and for mentees
around practical skills to plan career progression, confidence and specific experience such
as presentation skills and organisational visibility. Specific evidence of outcomes included:
 Twenty-two out of 41participants surveyed by the project reported that their roles
had changed for the better since joining a circle. One of the women involved in the
circles has received the Asian Women of Achievement Business Woman of the Year
award, another becoming an elected councillor and another was in the process of
securing a public appointment.
 Thirteen out of the 18 mentoring circles remained connected as self-sustaining groups
beyond the end of the funding.
‘The group has given me real courage to make my aspirations a real prospect rather than
something out of reach, that would just happen on its own. I have been able to plan where I can
change my way of thinking about so-called limitations.’
Mentee

‘Confidence in my ability to lead other people from external organisations and support them
making a difference.’
Mentor

2. Grassroots Grants £130m 3 years, 30,000 grants, raised £90M endowment
Summary: The aim of the programme was to support voluntary sector organisations
in building stronger, more active communities.
Voluntary sector organisations applied to become a ‘local funder’ and 63 voluntary
organisations across England were selected to award small grants up to £5,000 to small
voluntary groups for local projects in their area. In total, £80m grants were approved.
£50m match funding from government also supported donations from private individuals
and businesses which built an overall endowment of £90m, the returns from which
continue to support communities now and into the future.
‘Local funders’ reported quarterly to CDF and ‘light touch’ monitoring of the grants was
successful and effective. CDF provided a comprehensive evaluation report for the
sponsor www.cdf.org.uk/grassroots
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Case Study: A Grassroots Grant of £5,000 was awarded to ‘Incredible Edible’ for a
project to create several fruit and nut orchards in Todmorden, on council-owned land.
A number of suitable sites were identified with the help of the local authority and
permission was granted to plant fruit and nut trees. It was hoped that some of this land
would be further developed as community food growing spaces in future projects. This
was one part of a wider local food growing initiative, involving six local schools who
established new vegetable gardens.
Outcome: ‘Incredible Edible’ Todmorden launched early in 2008 and the impetus and
energy was such that their meetings were very well attended and drew attention from
all sectors of the community. They attracted media attention from several outlets
including a piece in BBC Radio 4's Women’s hour. At that time the council waiting list
for allotments in Todmorden far outweighed the availability of plots. Their first harvest
festival event held drew an estimated 400 people.
The project piloted the use of land for food production, involving volunteers in planting
activity, maintenance and cropping. It reconnected people to the source of their food
and to the land, and reduced the fossil fuel impact of feeding the town. It empowered
people to change their environment and to be in control of the contents of their diet
promoting healthy eating and exercise and the health benefits they bring.

3. Take Part £8.2m, 2 years, 72 local authorities and 10,500 beneficiaries
Summary: The aim of the programme was to help people gain the skills, knowledge
and confidence to become empowered, enabling them to make an active contribution to
their communities and influence public policies and services.
CDF worked with 19 ‘Pathfinders’ of which 5 were local authority led, the others led by
voluntary sector organisations. Quarterly monitoring was required and an end of
programme report from each of the ‘Pathfinders’. CDF also undertook an in-depth
evaluation for the sponsor. www.cdf.org.uk/takepart
Case Study: A beneficiary of a ‘Take Part Pathfinder’ heard about a community
leadership course when she was volunteering for a local charity. Over a ten week
course she found the diversity of the class was very challenging with the range and
variety of opinion that this brought. However, over time she came to see the group as a
‘little community’ and greatly enjoyed the interaction within the group.
Outcome: She became a member of a parent and teacher association group and also
took responsibility for voluntary organisations ‘meet-ups’. 6 months later she had
become a community fundraiser for a local hospital.
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‘I picked up loads of skills................communication and public speaking.............I changed direction
completely which would not have been possible without the people I met on the course.’

4. Hardship Fund £17.5m, 1 year and 18,000 beneficiaries
Summary: The aim was to support voluntary sector organisations experiencing
immediate recession based financial hardship and who were delivering front-line support
to the most vulnerable and disadvantaged people in England.
In view of the urgency of this programme, CDF worked with the sponsor to design and
plan the programme so that the 195 successful organisations were able to begin
delivering their funded projects within a few weeks of the programme announcement in
parliament.
Case Study: Funding enabled Brighton Unemployed Centre Families Project to
bring together and build upon existing services to alleviate the effects of the recession
on the people of Brighton and Hove. Volunteers were trained in offering form-filling
support, telephone access to benefits and welfare rights to give more quality help to
people on benefits. During the funding period over a thousand people were helped in
person or over the phone. 30 of the volunteers received prior training and this helped
10 of them to get into full time work.
Outcome: The number of potential volunteers exceeded the available places by 27%.
Those who were successful undertook training in office procedures and further sessions
on topics such as working with vulnerable people. An unexpected funding opportunity
was created through the Channel Four programme ‘Secret Millionaire’. This allowed the
organisation to produce, with centre users who were homeless, or who had been in the
past, a user friendly guide to services for the homeless in Brighton.
’R was a man in his forties who has been out of work for 15 years. He started volunteering first
in the office and then did the welfare rights training course. He was offered help on filling in job
application forms. He was then offered an interview. More one-to-one work took place and
after the interview he was offered a full-time well paid job, allowing him to support himself and
the two children he had joint parental responsibility for.’
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Testimonials

Paul Kelly, External Affairs Director
ASDA
When CDF first approached ASDA we were still in the early stage of planning
our Community Life programme. We felt that there was real potential for us,
through becoming a partner in their bid to government to manage the
Community First programme, because it chimed perfectly with our
realignment of our community strategy to focus on the neighbourhoods our
stores serve. Now it is up and running, our work is clearly complementary;
communities benefit more because of the joint local approach developed
between ASDA stores and the 600 Community First communities. It is fair to
say that we have learnt from each other and the relationship has
strengthened ASDA’s approach to organisational social responsibility.

Ben Hughes, Chief Executive
Community Development Finance Association
CDF has a remarkable ability to create strong and effective partnerships,
suited to delivering complex programmes across diverse communities. I have
been directly involved in 2 CDF led cross-sector programmes, on community
sustainability (Every Action Counts) and community finance (Financial Services
Bill) as well as working in partnership through a 22 organisation lobbying
coalition (Community Sector Coalition). In all three consortia, CDF has
achieved a unique balance of maintaining robust delivery standards whilst
ensuring real diversity – in delivery models and communities reached – is
achieved. I’ve seen firsthand how this approach has had impact in communities
that traditional fund management bodies don’t even know exist – which is why
matching the aims of a community development agency with a grant delivery
function makes such compelling sense.
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David Prout, Director General, Localism
Department for Communities and Local Government
(Sponsor of National Empowerment Partnership; Take Part, Faiths in Action,
Tackling Race Inequalities, Network of Empowering Authorities, Connecting
Communities Targeted Support)
CDF are a trusted partner to government. We have used their expertise and
reach into communities to effect real change in some of the most underprivileged
communities in the country. They are a capable organisation, and have managed
multiple, complex national programmes for DCLG, managing public money well.
They understand the workings of government both at a national and local level
and provide valuable guidance on how activities will work on the ground.

Michael Quicke, Chief Executive
CCLA Investment Management Ltd
CDF has strong relationships across sectors and a great skill in bringing organisations
and people together, both as leaders and team players, and helping them to work
effectively to a common goal. It was a pleasure to work with them on the
establishment of Local Trust. This also gave me a personal insight into their ability to
address complex requirements and successfully deliver a substantial endowed trust
for the benefit of local communities.
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